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Who is Woxi?
A team of people with great experience and incredible 

passion around innovation and building great products.

▪ What drives Innovation Success?
▪ What drives better and more confident decision making?
▪ What drives meaningful team and organizational progress?

Driven to Answer…



Woxi is the modern, agile 
predictive analytics 
platform for today’s 
innovation decision 
makers. 



Woxi is 
answering key 
questions…

▪ Will it Sell?
▪ How much?
▪ What are the key drivers of sales?
▪ What does it take to make it bigger?



What will you 
learn today?

▪ New ways to improve the innovation journey. 
▪ How “agile” & predictive analytics fit together.
▪ How to build more confident decision making.
▪ Turning your insights into dollars.



Straight talk with Doug & Rob

Changing  the Innovation Game



Gatorade is consistently one of the strongest 
brands in the portfolio… how?



How did PepsiCo, globally, change the 
approach to innovation?



Why should human intelligence/insights 
people care about a sales forecast?



How confident are you in your decision 
making through the NPD journey?



Innovation is Dynamic & Agile, Right?



Does the organization believe the forecast?



I needed that forecast yesterday!



What will it take to…?



All I need is a number.



Innovation forecasting is hard…right?



Learn more and
get a demo at booth 702
https://woxi.io
rob@woxi.io
jenn@woxi.io
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